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ONTARIO 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

B E T W E E N: 

 Deirdre Moore plaintiff 

 and  

 Khaldoon Habib-Allah 

Lamah El-Rayes 

Diego Fernandez-Stoll 

Jonathan Kiska 

Ottawa Police Service 

defendant (landlord) 

defendant (real estate agent) 

defendant (paralegal) 

defendant (former spouse) 

defendant 

AMENDED FACTUM OF THE PLAINTIFF (RESPONDING PARTY) TO INCLUDE 

HYPERLINKS 

PART I : BACKGROUND 

  Taxpayer-funded Domestic Violence & Child Abuse is alive & well in Ottawa  

1. The Plaintiff (“Moore”) has been attempting to divorce one of the co-defendants, 

Jonathan Kiska (“Kiska”), since 2013: he has leveraged both systemic weaknesses and 
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local corruption in order to gain strategic advantage in their upcoming divorce and strip a 

devoted mother from the lives of her children. 

a) In 2013—following weeks of severe argument that resulted in a nervous 

breakdown—incompetent psychiatrists misdiagnosed Moore as suffering from Bi-

polar disorder. 

b) In 2014, Kiska again lied to hospital staff to have Moore hospitalized 

involuntarily and forced onto a medication for a disease which she did not have. 

c) In 2015, upon discovery of Kiska’s lies, Moore was able to have her mis-

diagnosis corrected; however, as she sought legal assistance, Kiska served on her 

a malicious Application (for separation) and a Urgent Notice of Motion for sole 

custody and access on grounds of severe mental illness that Moore did not have. 

d) Although Kiska never brought the Motion mentioned at para. c), it brought about 

the desired effect: it forced Moore into hiring the first lawyer she could find 

which happened to be, unbeknownst to Moore, one who was looking out for 

Kiska’s best interests—Victor Vallance Blais LLP (“VVB”). 

e) In 2016, following a year of severe legal bullying by his former Bell Baker LLP 

accomplice, Wade Smith (“Smith”), and with better financial preparedness, 

Moore left for the third and final time. 
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f) To her demise, VVB encouraged Moore to sign an Interim Shared Parenting 

Agreement that spoke to neither spousal nor child support—the first step required 

to ensure Moore’s eventual ruin. (see Tab 4, page 4, para. 13) 

g) In 2017, desperate for assistance (and unbeknownst to Kiska), Moore reached out 

to the Office of the Children’s Lawyer (“OCL”) and begged for a complete 

investigation and recommendation to Family court. 

h) Following a thorough investigation, it was recommended, among other things, 

that sole custody be awarded to Moore. (see excerpt from report at Tab 5, page 2, 

recommendation 1) 

i) Also in 2017, due to the volume of evidence of Kiska’s verbal, emotional, sexual, 

psychological, psychiatric and financial abuse (that is, everything but the bruises), 

Moore won a precedent-setting Motion which permitted her to seek damages for 

not just Kiska’s violations of Civil law but also the Criminal Code of Canada 

(“CCC”). (see excerpt of Kiska v. Moore 2017 ONSC 6872 at Tab 6, page 4, para. 

27): also, note judge’s comment that at para. 29 that original pleading [prepared 

by VVB] was “not properly constructed in the first instance”. 

j) Beginning in April 2018, following over a year of Kiska’s inadequate support and 

refusal to fairly share children’s expenses, Smith assisted Kiska to de-fraud 

Moore via lies and deception in order to obtain a court order which, effectively, 

would convert Moore into a revenue stream for Kiska—she had zero income and 

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab04.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab05.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab05.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab06.pdfv
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab06.pdfv
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was ordered to share children’s expenses on a 50-50 basis. (see Tab 7, page 3, 

para. 3) 

k) When Kiska phoned Moore’s elderly father to tell him that he would “go for the 

jugular” and “spend his last dollar” [to ruin Moore] (see Tab 8, page 2), he wasn’t 

kidding. 

l) By July 2018, being bled dry financially, Moore realized that she would have to 

sell her bungalow and move to a rental property just to continue to shield her 

children from the toxic divorce and maintain their lifestyle the best that she could 

until she could finally seek justice at trial. 

m) Suddenly, a 3-bedroom townhouse (“property”) became available nearby—

apparently the tenant died suddenly. (Interestingly—just a few months prior—

Moore’s new Family lawyer stopped returning calls. Why? Her husband also died 

suddenly and she immediately closed her practice.) 

n) Shortly thereafter Moore met the townhouse’s alleged landlord’s agent, co-

defendant Lamah El-Rayes of Re/Max Real Estate “El-Rayes” and he agreed to 

hold the property for her for several months—odd behaviour for property 

manager in Moore’s opinion. 

o) Moore moved herself and her children into the property by the end of October 

2019—and as Moore was preparing a massive document for former CAS-

employee, now Family court judge, biased Justice Tracy Engelking—the 

organized stalking and harassment of Moore intensified. 

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab07.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab07.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab08.pdf
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p) Concurrently, Kiska or one of his accomplices requested the Children’s Aid 

Society of Ottawa (“CAS”) to re-open the family’s file with fresh allegations that 

Moore was a risk to her children. 

q) Despite their best efforts, which nearly caused another nervous breakdown, 

Moore managed to complete the document (“20181231 Submission for 

Engelking”), file it and serve it as required by December 31, 2018. (see excerpt at 

Tab 9, page 5, paras. 3-4): the Kiska v. Moore divorce was finally placed on the 

trial list for September 2019. 

r) Moore e-mailed the document to her CAS caseworker Viana Ibrahim (“Ibrahim”) 

(see Tab 10, page 2) and in January 2019, she drove to her office and provided a 

hard copy to ensure they had evidence of Kiska’s ongoing abuse of her and her 

children. 

s) Within two weeks, however, the CAS changed the assigned case worker from 

Ibrahim to Mohammed Said (“Said”). 

t) On February 1, 2019, Moore’s children were illegally apprehended by Said and 

three accompanying Ottawa Police Services Board (“OPSB”) police officers 

despite: 

i. having no warrant and 

ii. having no grounds.  

—a direct violation of Child, Youth and Family Service Act (“CYFSA”) and the 

crime “Disobey a Statute”, S. 126(1) of the Criminal Code of Canada (“CCC”). 

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab09.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab10.pdf
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u) In Ottawa, kidnapping and child abuse has been “legalized”. 

v) During this period, Moore was also attempting to get long-overdue repairs made 

to the property: deficiencies were both costly and dangerous. Following months of 

empty promises, Moore withheld the February rent cheque. 

w) Severe allegations about Moore’s mental health in Family court coupled with 

stalking and harassment by Kiska’s “thug-collar” accomplices intensified to the 

point that Moore fled from Ottawa on February 28th after her car was stolen in a 

“Tow Truck Scam”—another of many police-involved frauds which has been 

well publicized by local media. 

x) En route to Family court on March 14, 2019, Moore was falsely accused of Flight 

from Peace Officer and Kiska and his accomplices managed to involve 

themselves in that as well: 

i. Moore was denied bail and sent to Suroit Hospital for a “fitness to stand 

trial” evaluation. 

ii. Kiska phoned in and lied to Dr. Paule Kemgni (“Kemgni”), the 

psychiatrist assigned to do the assessment and 

iii. Kemgni produced a finding of “Not Criminally Responsible” (“NCR”): 

1. for a crime of which Moore had not even been found guilty and 

2. due to a mental illness she did not have! 

y) As it was ridiculous, Judge Joey Dubois ignored the report: Moore self-

represented at trial and was fully acquitted on April 28, 2019. 

z) While arguably illegally detained in a psych ward, on April 8, 2019: 

i. an illegal CYFSA order was granted against Moore for Kiska’s benefit 

despite her request for an adjournment and the fact that NONE of the 
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materials were served or filed properly (see 5-sentence endorsement, 

child-abusing, illegal, final/not-final court order and evidence of 

improperly filed materials at Tab 11, pages 2, 5, 7 and 9) 

ii. Kemgni’s NCR report was finalized and submitted to the court (see Tab 

12, page 7, Recommendations: 1st sentence) and 

iii. Unbeknownst to Moore, she was evicted from her property. (see Tab 13, 

pages 2-3) 

aa) On or about April 28, 2019, Moore self-represented in court, cross-examined the 

less-than-honest RCMP officer and was fully acquitted as she never committed 

the crime of Flight from Peace Office in the first place. By the middle of May 

2019, Moore realized that she had been evicted—multiple communications took 

place when she attempted to pay the alleged landlord directly. (See Moore’s 

20220407 Affidavit, pages 11-12, paras. 36-41 and corresponding Exhibit D, 

pages 3-8.)  

2. Effectively, Moore was made homeless, childless and deemed insane all on the same 

day: what a coincidence! (See Moore’s 20220407 Affidavit pages 11-12 at para. 37—

likely accurate assessment of at least one of the defendants in this matter. 

3. However, even THAT was not enough “jugular” for Kiska: 

a) On June 26, 2019, Kiska and CAS conspired to cancel Moore’s long-awaited visit 

with her children. They created a new rule: if Moore refused to give her evidence-

laden cell phones to security she would be denied her visit. They then lied in 

subsequent Affidavits that she was intending to record her children. 

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab11.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab12.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab12.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab13.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab13.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Aff1-and-list.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Aff1-and-list.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Aff1-ex-D.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Aff1-ex-D.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Aff1-and-list.pdf
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b) On July 14, 2019, worried that he would be forced back into a shared custody 

arrangement with Moore, Kiska conspired with the CAS to find a way to ensure 

the file remained open. (see Tab 14, page 3). 

c) Moore submits that the CAS provided some creative advice to Kiska. On July 26, 

2019: he falsely accused Moore of Criminal Harassment (see Tab 15, pages 2-3 

for an excerpt from his OPSB interview where he: 

i. admitted to lying to their daughter about Moore moving to Texas [as she 

no longer wanted to be her mum] and 

ii. falsely stated that Moore was schizophrenic while knowing full well that 

she had not been diagnosed which any chronic mental illness; thereby 

committing the crime of “Conspiracy [to Prosecute], Section 465(1)(b) of 

the CCC. 

d) As serendipity would have it—constantly ignored by OPSB and desperate to meet 

with a detective following five months of Kiska being in contempt of the court 

order included at Tab 11, page 5—Moore intentionally violated said illegally-

obtained, illegal, child-abusing court order that very same day and was arrested 

carrying a bag full of evidence against Kiska, the CAS and some of his other legal 

accomplices. 

e) Instead of receiving assistance, however, Detective Alex Kirady (“Kirady”): 

i. lied in his report and 

ii. misled the court into believing that the above-noted order was only a 

restraining order and not a [parents must co-operate] order. 

(See Tab 16 in its entirety for Kirady’s deceptive charge sheet, defamatory police 

report and the 55-page transcript from their 20190726 interview.)  

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab14.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab15.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab11.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab16.pdf
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f) Interestingly, OPSB never bothered to interview Moore about the criminal 

harassment allegations: Kiska’s bold statements were simply accepted as fact 

despite Moore having arranged for her 20181231 Submission to Engelking—

discussed at para. 1 q) above—scanned into OPSB’s COPLOGIC database when 

she sought emergency shelter for herself and her children during January 2019. 

g) (This is no different from when Moore attempted to press charges for sexual 

assault in 2015 and OPSB’s Sebastien Paradis chose to interview Kiska only and 

close the file based on his lies—see Tab 17, page 2.) 

h) The result was an anti-Charter denial of bail and a full-blown non-communication 

order which prevented Moore from contacting her children directly or 

indirectly—100% parental alienation had been accomplished (see Tab 18, page 2) 

and both Kiska and taxpayer-funded, for-profit, criminal enterprise CAS were 

pleased (see Tab 19, page 2). 

i) For the following 18 months: 

i. Kiska, 

ii. Smith, 

iii. the CAS 

iv. newly-found accomplices at the OCL who completely ignored their own 

findings from the four-month investigation noted at para. 4 g) above and 

v. newly-found accomplices at Ottawa’s Crown Attorney’s Office (“OCA”) 

who ignored an abundance of exculpatory evidence 

made wild allegations about Moore’s mental instability, criminal activity, 

irresponsibility, homelessness and/or lack of income in order award Kiska sole 

custody and access orders he had longed for since 2015 as discussed at para. 1 c) 

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab17.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab18.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab19.pdf
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and d)—despite the fact that they remain married and this decision can only be 

made under Canada’s Divorce Act and not the CYFSA due to federal 

paramountcy. (See Tab 20, pages 2-5 for it and the illegally-obtained restraining 

order against Moore even though one was never requested by the CAS.) 

4. To clarify para. 3 i) v. above, since July 2019, Kiska’s OPSB accomplices have colluded 

with his OCA accomplices to further torment Moore with: 

a) additional baseless charges without the benefit of any interview—including, but 

not limited to, Break and Enter on her own house where she stole nothing and had 

no criminal intent and 

b) anti-Charter and child-abusing bail conditions that served nothing other than to 

further remove Moore from her children so they would never learn the truth of 

their dad’s wickedness. 

5. At time of writing, OCA has dropped most of its 14 charges and offered a “plea deal” 

where Moore will plead guilty to one charge of Entering a Dwelling (i.e. the matrimonial 

home of which she still owns half) in exchange for a conditional discharge (i.e. no 

communication with her children to be permitted for ANOTHER three years) for Kiska’s 

ongoing benefit. (see Tab 21, page 3 for a letter from her current defence attorney). 

6. This Factum, which includes letters of support/Affidavits/etc.—to assist the court in 

determining Moore’s likely success in this action on a balance of probabilities—from: 

a) Eastern Ottawa Resource Centre dated March 22, 2002, August 15, 2018 and 

April 27, 2018 

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab20.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab21.pdf
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b) Social worker Catherine Sullivan dated May 13, 2021 

c) Moore’s daughter’s tutor Douglas King dated August 28, 2018 

d) Ottawa Victim Services’ Khayman Wood dated August 17, 2018 

e) Psychologist Dr. Iris Jackson dated August 7, 2018 and March 27, 2017 

f) Pschologist Dr. Drew Kingston date February 23, 2018 

g) The Ottawa Citizen 

are being submitted to the Ontario Court of Justice in an attempt to have Moore’s 

sentence reduced to an Absolute Discharge (or, ideally, a full acquittal given the horrific 

display of covert domestic violence and child abuse that abused court process and cost 

Ontario taxpayers a fortune in both court time and CAS/OCL/OCA/OPSB and Amicus 

Curiae costs and spanned a decade … so far). (See Tab 22 in its entirety) 

7. Kiska accomplices Smith, the CAS, the OCL, the OPSB, the OCA and multiple judicial 

officials on the benches of the OCJ and the SCJ have been in possession of the materials 

mentioned at para. 6 above for one-three years; however, just as: 

a) Family court (CYFSA) ignored the Rules of Procedure to rule against me on April 

8, 2019 … because it could (see para. 1 z) above and corresponding Tab 11, 

pages 2-9), 

b) Family court (regular) ignored all rules to change a support order and cancel the 

scheduled divorce on August 9, 2019 (see Tab 23, pages 2-3) … because it 

could. 

c) Civil court ignore the Rules of Procedure to rule against me on and award costs 

… because it could, (see Exhibits R, pages 2-9 and Exhibit S, page 36 of 

Moore’s 20220407 Affidavit and Tab 24, page 5) 

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab22.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab11.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab11.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab23.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Aff1-ex-R.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Aff1-ex-S.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab24.pdf
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d) Criminal court ignored both a mountain of evidence and Canada’s Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms to rule against me on November 8, 2019 by using its “broad 

judicial powers” to prevent me from using any social media (see OCJ’s Justice 

Kevin B. Phillips 20191108 illegal gag order at Tab 25, page 2, Moore’s 

November 7, 2019 Reply to the OCA at Tab 26a, pages 3-4 (with evidence 

provided in remainder of Tab 26a as well as throughout Tab 26b) and OCA’s 

Malcolm Savage’s November 6, 2019 Notice of Application—served and filed 

following a simple request made by Kiska to OPSB on November 5, 2019—at 

Tab 27, page 18) … because it could. 

e) Divisional court ignored a mountain of evidence and Canada’s Divorce Act to rule 

against Moore and deny her appeal of the scandalous CYFSA orders mentioned at 

para. 3 i) above (see excerpt from decision at Tab 28, page 4 and mountain of 

evidence in dropbox account 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/nfcq227ei0tdbwr/AAA1-

dK7y4t2cXVnSoucsv8_a?dl=0 ) … because it could. 

f) Appellant court ignored a mountain of evidence and the Family Law Rules to rule 

against me (see Tab 29, page 2 and mountain of evidence in dropbox account 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/h7nbpupw9w38ti8/AADE9CQznYpSXGIekTYIkS

FJa?dl=0 ) … because it could. 

g) Four of the five co-defendants permitted Moore to be evicted via the Residential 

Tenancies Act … because they could—that doesn’t necessarily make it legal, fair 

or just: it was however, quite profitable, for whomever was able to sell $500,000 

in possessions in exchange for ONE MONTH of unpaid rent. 

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab25.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab26a.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab26b.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab27.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab28.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/nfcq227ei0tdbwr/AAA1-dK7y4t2cXVnSoucsv8_a?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/nfcq227ei0tdbwr/AAA1-dK7y4t2cXVnSoucsv8_a?dl=0
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab29.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/h7nbpupw9w38ti8/AADE9CQznYpSXGIekTYIkSFJa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/h7nbpupw9w38ti8/AADE9CQznYpSXGIekTYIkSFJa?dl=0
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8. Then, the fifth co-defendant—OPSB—refused to investigate yet another crime 

committed against me … because it could. 

9. Just as kidnapping has been “legalized”, so have the crimes of Fraud and Theft: hence, 

this has become a “Civil matter”. One, however, without the investigation capabilities of 

a legitimate police force. 
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PART II: FACTS 

They don’t call it Organized Crime for nothing 

10. Co-defendants El-Rayes and Kiska were well aware Moore was detained in Quebec from 

March 14, 2019 to April 28, 2019 as she communicated with both, directly and indirectly, 

by telephone. (The hospital phone records will evidence this.) 

11. Throughout May and June 2019, and despite her best efforts, Moore was prevented from 

paying any overdue about to the landlord directly and was advised to merely send bank 

drafts to an unknown address.  

12. Soon after she realized that the property had, in fact, been emptied, Moore was falsely 

accused of multiple crimes, denied bail and held in remand without access to any 

resources. 

13. Upon her release on October 30 2019, the Landlord and Tenant Board (“LTB”) refused to 

provide to Moore any evidence of her eviction. 

14. Moore’s attempt to file a police complaint was unfairly dismissed with false statements 

made by OPS’s Officer Reesor to dismiss the complaint. 

15. Moore did not receive the documents related to her eviction until March 22, 2021 and 

only after she threatened civil action against the City of Ottawa (see Tab 30, page 9). 

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab30.pdf
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Statements of note made by co-Defendant Lamah El-Rayes (“El-Rayes”) 

16. The errors, omissions and malicious obfuscation contained in El-Rayes Affidavit were 

addressed at paragraphs 24-29 of Moore’s Affidavit dated April 7, 2022—El-Rayes was 

well aware of the value of our property and the quick sale of the property’s contents 

following the eviction of Moore and her children was worth more than their long-term 

tenancy … obviously. 

17. The statements of fact contained in Daphne Ballard’s Affidavit regarding “unpaid costs” 

were made without context or reference to the fraud that I have experienced in both Civil 

and Appellant court. Her statements were countered at: 

a) Para. 30 of Moore’s Affidavit dated April 7, 2022, 

b) Moore’s Supplemental Affidavit dated April 19, 2022 and 

c) Para. 7 f) above. 

EL-RAYES’ FACTUM 

18. El-Rayes’ grounds are that the Superior Court of Justice (“SCJ”) has no jurisdiction, 

Moore’s claims are statute-barred and that she did not disclose any reasonable cause of 

action. 

19. Regarding jurisdiction—just as: 

a) SCJ’s Justice Tracy Engelking used her “broad judicial powers” on August 9, 

2019 to alter an order of another SCJ judge for the benefit of Kiska and 

b) OCJ’s Justice Kevin B. Phillips used his “broad judicial powers” on November 8, 

2019 to amend another judges Release Order for the benefit of Kiska  
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   the court is in a position to use its “broad judicial powers” for the benefit of justice.  

20. Regarding allegations of Moore’s 20190406 claim being statute-barred: 

a) on March 5, 2019, El-Rayes texted Moore regarding access to the property and 

made no mention that he had initiated eviction proceedings, 

b) Moore did not realize she had been evicted until May 2019 and 

c) On May 15, 2019, El-Rayes advised Moore to send $8,606.40 to an unknown 

address—an amount more than double that which was requested by Fernandez-

Stoll in his adversarial e-mail dated May 17, 2019. 

Accordingly, the Statute of Limitations does not apply in this instance as El-Rayes 

remained a participant in this Eviction Scam well into May 2019. 

21. Regarding El-Rayes’ allegation that Moore did not disclose any reasonable cause of 

action: 

a) Moore attempted to retain legal counsel to assist with the drafting of her claim; 

however, despite paying a deposit to one lawyer and offering to retain a second 

lawyer, she was told only that she required a “white knight” given the degree of 

legal warfare that she was currently enduring. 

b) Moore’s cause of action against El-Rayes can easily be comprehended from her 

pleading and now that she has managed to retain a Civil lawyer for another 

matter, an amendment to remedy any deficiencies can easily be accomplished and 

is permitted by law. 

Dismissing Moore’s action, striking her claim and/or denying her leave to amend her 

Claim is not only unjust, it goes against public interest by permitting scoundrels to skirt 
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the intentions of both the Residential Tenancy Act (“RTA”) and the Courts of Justice Act 

(“CJA”). 

22. Top five misleading statements made in El-Rayes’ Factum regarding Moore’s pleading: 

a) on page 3 at para. 11: that “El-Rayes offered updates to the Rental Property” is 

malicious obfuscation: Moore insisted that the rundown property be painted and 

offered to “move in” one month earlier in exchange for the installation of four 

high-end ceiling fans and her dining room chandelier. (pictures available upon 

request) 

b) on page 3 at para. 12: that Moore “experienced immediate issues and deficiencies 

relating to the state of repair” of the property is true; as is the fact that repairs 

were never done. 

c) on page 4 at para. 14: this self-serving summary of Moore’s pleading at paras. 30-

35 and 42 failed to mention that at no point in time did El-Rayes alert Moore to 

the fact that he had initiated eviction proceedings and at no point during March-

April 2019 did El-Rayes return any of her calls made to him from the Suroit 

Hospital where she was, arguably, illegally detained (see Civil action against 

Quebec-based psychiatrist, Dr. Paule Kemgni at Tab 31) so that the Eviction 

Scam and the illegal 20190408 CYFSA proceeding in favour of Kiska could 

conclude. 

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab31.pdf
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d) on page 4 at para. 16: no order was voided or set aside because Moore did not 

realize she had been evicted until mid-May 2019 and had no evidence of any 

eviction until June when she saw that her home had been emptied. 

e) on page 5 at para. 19: this two-sentence summary of Moore’s 14 paragraphs 

qualifies as, among other things, a violation of S. 300 of the Criminal Code of 

Canada (“CCC”) as Moore was not prosecuted for Criminal Harassment: she was 

merely charged with Criminal Harassment based on the entirely false allegations 

of Kiska following, Moore submits, advice from his accomplices at the Children’s 

Aid Society of Ottawa (“CAS”)—specifically, Executive Director Kelly 

Raymond—who suggested criminal harassment allegations leading to another 

detention would “significantly improve” Kiska’s chances of obtaining a sole 

custody and access award. 

23. Regarding the “Law and Argument” as it pertains to El-Rayes’ inclusion of evidence: 

a) El-Rayes’ Motion should be dismissed as he violated Rule 21.02 (2) of the Rules 

of Civil procedure by including evidence—without leave or consent—in his 

Motion Record; specifically, with the 20220125 commissioned Affidavit of 

Meghan McCallen which referred to evidence identified as commissioned 

Exhibits D and E. 

b) As the eviction documents referred to at para. 20 a) above were a well-kept secret 

until the Eviction Scam was complete, they should not be considered an “integral 
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part” of any factual matrix that involves El-Rayes’ in absence of other documents 

which evidence the overall scam.  

24. Surely the court does not expect someone who would willingly participate in stealing 

$500,000 in property (for, arguably, one month of unpaid rent) from a devoted mother of 

two vulnerable teens to be truthful. 

Statements of note made by co-Defendant Diego Fernandez-Stoll (“Stoll”) 

25. The errors, omissions and malicious obfuscation contained in Stolls’ Affidavit were 

addressed at paragraphs 32-44 of Moore’s Affidavit dated April 7, 2022. 

  STOLLS’ FACTUM 

26. Stoll’s grounds are that the Superior Court of Justice (“SCJ”) has no jurisdiction, Moore’s 

claim discloses no reasonable action and her allegations are frivolous and vexatious in 

nature. If Stoll cannot succeed in having Moore’s claim against him struck, he would like 

to the court to order Moore to pay security for “costs”. 

27. Stolls’ arguments regarding jurisdiction and cause of action have already been addressed 

at paras. 19 and 21 above, respectively; whereas his suggestion that Moore’s and her 

children’s loss of their life-long possessions is “frivolous and vexatious” is ludicrous. 

(photographs of contents of emptied home available upon request). 

28. Regarding Stoll’s concern over costs should he manage to escape liability, Moore would 

be pleased to have a lien placed on the $1M+ matrimonial home which she still co-owns 
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with Kiska; however, the court would need to first order that the illegal 20200827 

endorsement of Justice Marc E. Smith be amended (using “broad judicial powers”) to 

remove the lien (see Tab 32, page 2) that two more of Kiska’s accomplices1 already 

placed on it or, in the alternative, simply order that the lien be removed.  

29. It has already been deemed by the court, however, that applying costs against Moore for 

seeking justice would simply be “cold-hearted, meaningless and just mean“. (see Tab 28, 

page 3 para. 268) 

30. Top five misleading statements made in Stolls’ Factum regarding Moore’s pleading: 

a) on page 3 at para. 11: that “El-Rayes offered updates to the Rental Property” is 

malicious 

31. Regarding Stoll’s general claim that he was not involved in any scam but merely acting 

in the best interests of some non-resident landlord: 

a) at his Factum para. 9, he stated that his relationship with landlord Allah was 

privileged and confidential, 

b) at his Factum para. 30, he stated that he was required to act in “an adversarial 

and partisan manner”. 

c) at his Factum para. 31, he stated that he was “contractually entitled to be 

compensated … irrespective of the alleged damages suffered … as a result of the 

termination of her tenancy”. 

 
1 Gonen Snir failed to appeal the 20190408 CYFSA order, assisted Kiska and CAS in receiving Moore’s medical 

files and then insisted on being removed for Moore’s Family and CYFSA matters while Joseph Addelman did 

nothing but dupe Moore into ungoing a bizarre psych evaluation with another crooked psychiatrist at The Royal 

Ottawa.  

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab32.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab28.pdf
https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab28.pdf
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Meanwhile,  

d) at his Factum para. 12, he stated that when he was no longer under a retainer with 

Allah he “advised [Moore] to contact the landlord directly” but refused to provide 

any direct contact information for the landlord. 

 

32. Regarding the “Law and Argument” as it pertains to Stoll’s inclusion of evidence: 

33. Stolls’ Motion should be dismissed as he violated Rule 21.02 (2) of the Rules of Civil 

procedure by including evidence—without leave or consent—in his Motion Record; 

specifically, his 20220225 commissioned Affidavit which referred to self-serving, cherry-

picked evidence identified as commissioned Exhibits A to I. 

34. The collection of evidence referred to at para. 33 a) above is one-sided to assist Stoll in, 

in effect, presenting a defence to the court while denying Moore her right to refute the 

materials during a trial. 

35. With zero oversight (criminal activity lies beyond the scope of the Law Society of 

Ontario) and zero accountability (paralegals are “protected” by client-paralegal 

privilege), evictions scams make for a very profitable business model where a legitimate 

landlord need not even exist.  

36. Surely the court does not expect someone who would willingly participate in stealing 

$500,000 in property (for, arguably, one month of unpaid rent) from a devoted mother 

and two vulnerable teens to be truthful. 
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Statements of note made by co-Defendant Khaldoon Habib-Allah (“Allah”) 

37. Allah’s Motion Record did not contain his Affidavit, Moore submits, because he is a 

fictional character used by El-Rayes and Stoll to scam tenants out of their property for 

pleasure and profit. 

38. His Motion Record did contain the 20220202 commissioned Affidavit of Daphne Ballard 

who this time included Exhibits A-D: 

a) A 20211223 Writ Details Report which—in tandem with Moore’s 20220419 

Supplemental Affidavit—evidences yet another fraud which Moore has endured 

as some legal process was followed without her knowledge. (Not informing 

people that they are being robbed/de-frauded is important for legalized theft/fraud 

to occur: clearly, if the fraud/theft target knew, they could to stop it.) 

b) A 20220117 e-mail from Cavanagh LLP which—in tandem with Moore’s 

20220407 Affidavit para. 30 b) and Exhibits R and S—evidences yet another 

fraud which Moore has endured as the court permitted a defendant to violate the 

Rules of Civil Procedure to Moore’s demise via a scandalous Rule 21 Motion and 

also awarded costs. 

c) A 20220121 endorsement from Appellant court which—if viewed in tandem with 

Moore’s Motion materials—would implicate another three SCJ judges in 

organized crime. 
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d) A 20220202 Draft Bill of Costs which evidences that, in Ottawa, civil litigators 

only require $425/hour to participate in organized crime; namely, violation of S. 

23.1 of the CCC, “Accessory after the fact”. 

39. Allah’s Motion Record also included his 20210528 Statement of Defence which 

evidences at para. 5—in tandem with: 

i. Moore’s 20220407 Affidavit Exhibit D and 

ii. El-Rayes self-incriminating text of 20190515 and Stoll’s self-

incriminating e-mail of 20190517 (available upon request) 

that, Moore submits, in addition to stealing all of Moore’s and her children’s property, 

the Syndicate wanted to steal more of her money by advising her to send rent cheques to 

some “fake landlord address” after the fact. 

ALLAH’S FACTUM 

40. Allah’s grounds are identical to El-Rayes: SCJ has no jurisdiction, Moore’s claims are 

statute-barred and she did not disclose any reasonable cause of action. 

41. These grounds have already been addressed at paras. 19-21 above, assuming he instructed 

El-Rayes and/or Stoll to carry out the eviction. 

42. The only other facts included in Allah’s Factum at paras. 3-8 relate to the evidence of 

fraud and his interest is securing some sort of cost award should he be successful in 

evading justice. 

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Aff1-ex-D.pdf
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43. There are no other facts from Allah because, Moore submits, he doesn’t exist: if he does, 

he doesn’t not collect registered mail or respond to regular mail. 

44. Regarding Allah’s “Law and Argument”: 

a) he made no arguments to support his grounds mentioned at para. 40; nor did he 

reference any legislation or case law; 

b) he felt entitled to security for costs (should he be successful in evading justice) 

and chose to “adopt the legal analysis set out in the Factum of [co-defendant 

Kiska]. 

45. There is no evidence that anyone by the name of Khaldoon Habib-Allah owned the 

property, hired El-Rayes to rent it or retained Stoll to evict Moore. 

46. A quick Google search reveals that Allah’s counsel, Mr. Christopher Moore, has been 

involved with representing questionable real estate “operators” in the past—the Plaintiff 

(which co-incidentally shares his surname) submits that he has merely expanded his 

practice into representing non-existent or unethical landlords. (see 

https://ottawacitizen.com/news/local-news/tribunal-finds-ottawa-lawyer-guilty-of-

professional-misconduct-in-real-estate-deals/) 

47. Surely the court does not expect someone who would willingly participate in stealing 

$500,000 in property (for, arguably, one month of unpaid rent) from a devoted mother 

and two vulnerable teens to be truthful. 

https://ottawacitizen.com/news/local-news/tribunal-finds-ottawa-lawyer-guilty-of-professional-misconduct-in-real-estate-deals/
https://ottawacitizen.com/news/local-news/tribunal-finds-ottawa-lawyer-guilty-of-professional-misconduct-in-real-estate-deals/
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Statements of note made by co-Defendant Ottawa Police Services Board (“OPSB”) 

48. At time of writing, the only materials received from OPSB is a commissioned 20220223 

Affidavit which evidences—in tandem with: 

a) Moore’s photographs taken, 

b) their conversation recorded and 

c) OPSB’s instruction to contact OPS Victim Services (see 20220407 Affidavit 

Exhibit C 

that OPSB are as complicit in this crime against Moore as they were in assisting the CAS 

with the illegal apprehension of her children without a warrant when there was no 

imminent danger on the evening of 20190201. 

49. As the other co-defendants seemingly failed to refer to this OPSB Affidavit in their 

Motion materials, I shall include it here as Tab 33.   

50. Surely the court does not expect that a police force which would willingly participate in 

both an unlawful child apprehension and the theft of $500,000 in property (for, arguably, 

one month of unpaid rent) from a devoted mother of two vulnerable teens to be truthful. 

Last-but-not-least, impossible to divorce fraudster & co-Defendant Jonathan Kiska 

51. Kiska did not provide a commissioned Affidavit; likely, so he could avoid yet another 

count of violating S. 134 of the CCC “Giving a False Sworn Statement” as Moore enters 

her TENTH year attempting to divorce him and her FOURTH year deprived of her 

children in this crime-infested capital of Canada. 

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab33.pdf
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52. Instead, his lawyer’s assistant served and filed a 12-paragraph Affidavit denying Kiska’s 

involvement in the eviction scam, belabouring duplicitous proceedings and alleging 

Moore’s inability to pay costs—should he evade liability—while he continues to reside in 

their $1M+ home paying fraudulently-obtained, below-poverty-level financial support. 

53. The top five lies contained within his 20220215 Notice of Motion (in no particular order) 

are: 

a) #1 > at his Notice of Motion page 4, para. 9 stating that Moore “has insufficient 

assets in Ontario to pay the costs…” when he is well aware that: 

i. he owes her over $100,000 in Occupational Rent as he continues to reside 

in their $1M+ matrimonial home without paying the legislated 

compensation owed to Moore, 

ii. he owes her over $360,000 in overdue financial support following the 

fraudulent performance of both he and Smith in Family court during 2018 

and 

iii. Moore remains co-owner of their $1M+ matrimonial home despite what 

he has told OPSB and/or the OCA in 2019 in order to arrange her being 

falsely accused of crime of Break and Enter. 
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b) #2 > at his Notice of Motion page 4, para. 8 stating that Moore’s 2018 Amended 

Answer seeking damages in Family court “repeats the torts alleged against Kiska 

in the civil actions” which are both dated April 6, 2021: this is literally 

impossible.2 

c) #3 > at his Notice of Motion page 4, para. 7 stating that Moore’s Statement of 

Claim duplicated her action against him for lying to a psychiatrist in order to have 

her declared “Not Criminally Responsible” for a crime she never committed in the 

first place. Moore has received leave to amend her claim against Kiska as the 

claim against Kemgni has been moved to the Province of Quebec. Accordingly, 

Moore is in a position to ensure the damages sought for Kiska’s collusion with the 

psychiatrist are different from his collusion with one or more of this action’s co-

defendants. 

d) #4 > at his Notice of Motion page 4, para. 4 stating that Moore claimed damages 

for Kiska’s conduct were prior to April 8, 2019—which he alleges would be 

statute-barred—when her home wasn’t emptied until May 2019 and no one would 

reveal when the contents of her home were sold to the highest bidder. 

e) #5 > at his Notice of Motion page 4, para. 2 stating that Moore was “evicted from 

her apartment” when, in fact, she was evicted from her and her children’s, well-

appointed, 3-bedroom town house (which Kiska leveraged to his advantage 

during multiple, illegally-orchestrated CYFSA proceedings). 

 
2 Furthermore, the likelihood that some biased SJM judge will schedule a Summary Judgment Motion against Moore 

just as previous case manager Engelking did for the CYFSA proceedings—despite her being aware of eight years of 

Kiska’s abuse which was exceptionally well documented in the continuing record—and she will never actually be 

permitted to be heard at trial is significant. They don’t call the Family branch of the SCJ the Wild West for nothing. 
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KISKA’S FACTUM 

54. Kiska’s grounds are that: 

a) the Superior Court of Justice (“SCJ”) has no jurisdiction, 

b) Moore’s claims are statute-barred, 

c) she did not disclose any reasonable cause of action, 

d) her alleged torts duplicate allegations in another civil action, 

e) her action is frivolous and vexatious and 

f) she has insufficient assets in Ontario to pay costs should Kiska manage to escape 

liability. 

55. Kiska’s grounds a) to c), e) and f) have already been well addressed and d) was addressed 

at Moore’s paragraph 53 c) above. 

56. Kiska has benefitted directly from Moore’s lack of a professional wardrobe, furnishings, 

legal documents and all of the memorabilia that she stored from her stay-at-home mum 

years as well as all of the gifts, clothing and items that she purchased for her children 

over the years. 

57. Kiska managed to accomplish 100% parental alienation and 100% child alienation as he 

leverage gaps in the system, corruption at the CAS, the OCL and multiple levels of court 

as well as the OPSB and the OCA—telling anyone who will listen that Moore is severely 

mentally-ill and dangerous, he even convinced her two beautiful, 100% gaslit, vulnerable 

teens to seek charges for Criminal Harassment against her; just for attempting to see a 

current picture of them. 
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58. These charges have since been withdrawn by the OCA, however, Moore’s children will 

live with, at a minimum, that guilt once they find out that which Kiska has intentionally 

done to ruin their childhood and strip their devoted mum from their lives completely. 

59. Surely the court does not expect the likes of Kiska to be truthful. 

PART III: THE LAW 

60. Regarding alleged lack of jurisdiction: 

a) Using the Residential Tenancies Act to steal $500,000 in a tenant’s possessions 

while aware that said tenant is detained (through not fault of her own) is not much 

different that using the CYFSA to hand a mother’s children over to her abusive 

spouse while in possession of evidence of long-term abuse: the former is legalized 

theft and the latter legalized kidnapping. 

b) If evidence is admissible, on motion, to determine jurisdiction under Rule 

21.01(3)(a) as a court cannot resolve a question of subject matter jurisdiction 

without a factual foundation, and if the court decides to accept the evidence of the 

defendants during their attempt to escape liability, then the plaintiff should be 

permitted to submit evidence of the overall scam in order to support its use of 

“broad judicial powers”; else, the court is merely an accomplice to the overall 

scam. (See Tab 1, page 2) 

61. Regarding the allegation that Moore’s pleading is statute-barred—if Moore’s 2019 

eviction were not a scam then: 

https://pfc.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Factum-20220505-Tab01.pdf
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a) Kiska would not have lied to Kemgni so that an illegal “Not Criminally 

Responsible” opinion would be submitted to the court, 

b) El-Rayes would have returned Moore’s calls during March-April 2019, 

c) Stoll would have accepted the payment as offered from Kiska, 

d) Allah would have answered Moore’s letters and 

e) OPSB would not have lied in their police report and closed the file. 

Accordingly, it cannot be determined when the theft concluded until Discovery and 

we can identify who sold what to whom, when and for how much. 

62. Regarding the multiple deficiencies in Moore’s pleading, if nothing else, she is now in a 

position to improve her claim given all of the case law provided in the various Factums 

served by the defendants. That she has been deprived of meaningful spousal support due 

to the fraud perpetrated by Kiska and his other legal accomplices in Family court—thus 

preventing her from hiring adequate legal counsel in nearly any legal matter—is merely 

additional evidence of Ottawa’s massive crime ring and not a reason to deny her the right 

to improve her claim. 

PART IV: ORDERS REQUESTED 

63. An order that the Motions of all defendants be dismissed and a schedule for the 

Discovery Plan be established. 

64. An order that any defendant’s order for security for costs be dismissed as, among other 

things, it is obvious that Moore’s Statement of Claim is not frivolous, vexatious nor an 

abuse of process: she is also owed a significant amount of money from Kiska and owns at 

least half of a $1M+ home. 
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65. In the alternative, should security for costs be ordered, an order that the court: 

a) amend the illegal 20200827 CYFSA and Family court endorsements of Justice 

Marc E. Smith (using “broad judicial powers”) to remove the lien that two more 

of Kiska’s accomplices already placed on Moore’s matrimonial home or 

b) simply order that the 2019 lien against her matrimonial be terminated—on motion 

with notice to all parties, if required. 

66. An order that a date for Third-party Records Motion be established. 

67. An order that Moore shall amend her Fresh Amended Statement of Claim so that it: 

a) correctly identifies the Ottawa Police Services Board as a defendant; not Ottawa 

Police Service, 

b) adjusts damages sought as Moore had forgotten about her inability to file neither 

corporate nor personal taxes because all of her files were stolen, 

c) improves the statements of fact to better articulate how damages flowed from the 

actions/inactions of the various parties and assist the court to establish whole vs. 

shared liability amongst the defendants and/or 

d) addresses any other deficiencies as identified. 

68. An order that Moore receive leave to include the evidence referred to in her two 

Affidavits and refer to the materials included in this Factum so the court can better 

determine the likelihood of her success in this action and avoid being duped into making 

an unjust decision based on the self-serving documents produced by the defendants. 

69. An order for costs of this Motion on a full indemnity basis. 
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70. An order that the defendants re-set their outrageous cost tallies to zero as all legal work 

done by them up to this point has been designed to do nothing other than deceive the 

court and further bombard Moore with false statements of fact to which she must respond 

as she continues to battle Kiska in Family court.  

71. Any other order that this court deems fair and just. 

 

AUTHORITIES 

re: costs issue > D.M. v. The Children’s Aid Society of Ottawa, 2021 ONSC 8360 

re: all other issues > “broad judicial powers” and other case law/legislation of which the court is 

aware  
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